DARE
THE HORSE
EXPERIENCE
TO EXPAND
YOUR
LEADERSHIP
STYLE!
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A fully immersive workshop
within the Horse’s collective
intelligence and wisdom

A chance to slow down to
reflect and explore your
leadership skills

With Andalusian Horses in one
of the most beautiful cities in
the world,
SEVILLE
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WHY?
Change is our new reality.
Uncertainty
and
complexity
have also become part of the
equation calling for increasingly
agile, innovative and sustainable
responses.

Team engagement is one of our
major issue. Their contribution is
more than ever essential. In their
capacity to be creative and
innovative lie the keys of growth,
progress and thrive.
This transformative process needs
a new kind of leader.
From
being in control and holding the
authority, they need to expand
their abilities and evolve as
facilitators that inspire and
motivate their team members.
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WHY PARTNERING WITH
HORSES?
From the horse's mouth, well…
actually from client's mouth:
o

The horse is whatever we need in
the moment: a prey animal who
helps us to fine tune our ‘non
predatory' leadership.

o

An expert in staying alive and safe,
relying on group's resources.

o

They bring us to the present

o

They help us learning from what we
see / feel in the moment.

o

True expert in nonverbal
communication, the horse gives an
immediate response to our
behavior and inner subtle energy.

o

They are experts in genuine
Collective Intelligence (built in by
nature)
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BY THE WAY
what makes this "new leader" so
unique, so different?
We invite you to explore this burning
issue with a different and novel
approach:

LEARNING with HORSES
in an inspiring city,

SEVILLE,
with our brand-new program

STRATEGIC LEAD*
with HORSES
Discover the Path to your
Excellence

*LEAD Leadership
Exploration and Development
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HOW?
A LIVE EXPERIENCE WITH HORSES
Topics you may expect to be taught
by horses:
o Observing, Feeling, Assessing (Vs
Interpretation & Judgment)
o Reflecting on collective behaviors
within a group
o Leadership / Followership / Allowership personal comfort zone enlargement
o Collective leadership & leadership
positions within a group / team

o Dealing with complexity

Including
Self assessment of
your leadership preferred style
prior and post workshop
with visual Spider Chart
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HOW?
SHARING EXPERIENCE WITH PEERS
WHAT YOU MAY EXPECT:
o

Identifying your natural leadership style and
new ways to improve your management
Agility

o

Exploring new perspectives on Complexity
and Change Management. Identifying key
issues on leadership and cooperation within
a system

o

Increasing awareness of contribution and
influence abilities in a complex environment

o

Revealing your strengths as a leader and
identifying new paths of improvement to
expand your leadership skills

AND
o

Living an unusual and amazing experience

o

Experiencing a safe space of reflection

o

Enhancing your vision and understanding through sharing experiences
with peers

o

Discovering simple and actionable tools to adopt with your team

o

Satisfaction for granting yourself time and space to reflect on your
practice
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WHERE?
When it comes to learn about Leadership
Styles, the environment is crucial. The time
you grant yourself, the distance you take
to reflect on your own practices as a
leader are the cornerstone of a successful
experience and the surroundings need to
help reaching this introspective and soulsearching state.
Andalusia and especially Seville turned out
to be our best choice. One of the most
beautiful places in the world, Seville is a
bright and expressive city full of charm and
history. Right away, you’ll be captivated
and inspired by this amazing atmosphere!

Two hours from the main European cities,
Seville is an exceptional destination
to make the most of our program
“STRATEGIC LEAD with HORSES”
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Strategic
Lead with
Horses
Program
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OUR 2-DAY PROGRAM
2 or 3 NIGHTS*
11/12/13 March 2019
Day 1 - Wednesday
ARRIVAL

o Check in at your hotel
o Refined Andalusian dinner on the hotel
terrace.

* Arrival on Wednesday-Departure on Friday evening or
Saturday morning
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Day 2 - Thursday

o Transfer to Yeguada Cartuja in Jerez de la Frontera.
o Private horse show by Andalusian riders, showing their ability
to lead, drive, cooperate with horses.
o Q/A session with horsemen after the show.
in the Harnesses and Saddlery Salon

o Horse experience – Part 1
Observing, and drawing information about interactions
within a social group.
Each participant can experience their preferred style of
leadership in unexpected situation and acknowledge
diversity of leadership styles within the group.
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Day 2 – Thursday

o

Back to your hotel.

o

Private tour of the Alcazar at night.

o

Dinner on a Rooftop with stunning
views of the city.
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Day 3 - Friday

o Transfer to the Zaudin Horse Resort (Sevilla)
o Horse experience – Part 2*
Discovering / experiencing leadership positions within a
team. Exploring personal comfort / discomfort zone.
Dealing with complexity / managing resources / delivering
by cooperation within uncertain environment.
at Zaudin Clubhouse

o 15H00 – Landing and Learnings
o 17H00 – Closure
Transfer to Airport or Hotel
* Within the 2-day workshop, each participant will have several
opportunities to deal with horses in 1 to 1 sessions as well as in collective
sessions. There is no horseback riding, we provide you a safe and
secured space where everyone can participate.
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Additional Night – Friday

o

Back to your hotel.

o

Flamenco show at the Museo del
Flamenco, the most mythical
performance hall in Seville.
Horse-drawn carriage tour.
Dinner in gardens of an
Andalusian palace.

o
o

Day 4 – Saturday, June 15

o Morning - End of stay – Transfer to
airport.
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The most important reserve of Andalusian Horse, Cartujano
lineage worldwide.
The essential aim of this breeding farm is to preserve the
genetic heritage that holds this lineage and to contribute
to the improvement of the Andalusian Horse.
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Seville,
Charming,
Fascinating…
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Private night tour of the
Alcazar
One cannot come to Seville without
visiting the Alcazar of Seville, one of
the most emblematic monuments of
the
city,
the
country
and
Mediterranean culture.
It testifies, between its walls and
gardens, to the historical evolution of
the city during the last millennium,
bringing together styles ranging from
the Arab era to the 19th century,
through the Mudéjar of the early
Middle Ages, the Renaissance or the
Baroque.
It was declared World Heritage by
UNESCO in 1987, in recognition of the
heritage of cultures and civilizations
that still exist in this harmonious
ensemble where everything is to its
rightful extent. Thanks to the legendary
Al-Mutamid, Sevillian monarch and
poet of the eleventh century, or the
illustrious figures of modern Spain of
1812, the visitor will discover a unique
site.
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Flamenco Show
Museo del Flamenco (1h)

The Museo del Baile Flamenco in Seville is an
impressive place among the best flamenco places.
Located in the Santa Cruz district and a few steps
from Plaza Alfalfa, the museum offers daily shows of
Flamenco.
The central patio of the museum has been specially
designed for stage performances for a small number
of spectators.
Under the direction of Cristina Hoyos, the museum’s
shows attract the best talents from Seville and Spain.
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Hotel
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A selection of Seville most exceptional hotels with
Andalusian style, comfort and High tech.

Luxury hotels, 5* or 4*, in beautiful Andalusian Palace in
the center of the city, rooftop with wonderful views, will
make your stay perfect and unforgettable.
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Dinners
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Dinner on a Rooftop
in the heart of Seville
A Gourmet dinner in a unique location with
an exceptional view of the city
with live music.
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Dinner tapas,
in a trendy restaurant in Seville
You can’t go to Seville without tasting the famous
Sevillanes tapas!
Today they are not only eaten in traditional tapas bars,
but also in a more gastronomic way in staggered,
modern and trendy places of the Andalusian capital.
Discover the true high cuisine in small portions, discover
bars and restaurants in historic corners, incredible
places that will give you a unique energy.

Dinner in the gardens
of a Andalusian Palace
Very refined restaurant in a beautiful
park near Maria Luisa Park and
Guadalquivir.
Drinks on the terrace with ambient
music and dinner in the gardens.
Possibility also to have a drink after
dinner on the terrace that makes
cocktail bar.
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New ways of creating value,
new organizations design
keeping the Person at the
heart of the process.
Dare to do it differently!

Our Team for
this Amazing
Journey

Two Horse Assisted
Leadership Trainers
Members of the worldwide
HorseDream network

For this unusual journey,
we decided to gather 4
unique know-how and
expertise
Lu&Sy Agency takes care of
your comfort, all the logistics
and leisure activities during
your stay,
So let them just guide you…
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STRATEGIC LEAD* with HORSES
Our 2-DAY Experiences Program / 2 NIGHTS
Arrival on Wednesday-Departure on Friday

2,750 €
STRATEGIC LEAD* with HORSES

PRICING

Our 2-DAY Experiences Program / 3 NIGHTS
with additional “5 Senses Experience”
Arrival on Wednesday-Departure on Saturday

3,250 €
Before 1rst of December 2019
STRATEGIC LEAD* with HORSES
Our 2-DAY Experiences Program / 3 NIGHTS
Arrival on Wednesday-Departure on Saturday

2,950 €
Our prices include both Horse and 5 Senses Experiences, Hotel, Meals
and Transfers. Flights and journey to Seville not included.
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Dare to do it differently!
Passionate about the world of businesses, Nathalie has a degree in
Business Administration. She loves to explore and find out how to
improve the results and commitment of the team members.
Convinced that economic results and well-being in the workplace
are convergent, she truly believes that this new emerging
organization model will keep focusing on the Person. Bringing to
light all the experiences that already work, her ambition is help her
clients to find new ways of adding value and creating wealth and
identify key factors of success.
A wide and diverse professional experience has taught her how
important is the field reality and the concrete and practical
implementation so she focus on micro-actions with macro-impact.
The techniques of collective intelligence, maieutics, professional
co-development, graphic facilitation, design thinking, learning by
playing have completed her initial education and provide her the
tools to co-create different experiences. In her events, she likes to
mix approaches, methodologies and tools to create a unique
experience in which clients can find their own way of doing things
differently.
Collaborating with related organizations and belonging to the
international networks SixSeconds (Emotional Intelligence), Art of
Hosting (the Art of Facilitating Conversations that Matter) and SOL
(Society for Organizational Learning) allows her to contrast
perspectives, enrich her practice and keep her up to date with
the latest news and trends.

Nathalie Jaumin
New Leadership &
Organizational Change
Consultant & Trainer

www.themanagementevolution.com
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Leadership development
across borders and cultures
As an executive coach (ICF & EMCC) Stéphane has
been working for 12 years with leaders, entrepreneurs,
managers and teams to help them dealing with change
within their organization, in an international environment.
Previously, as Head of Internal Communications at a
major European retail group specialized in Home
Improvement and DIY, he has managed cross border
projects for 10 years, particularly in take over or M&A
environment. He formerly spent 10 years in small
businesses, in charge of organizing internal and external
events and conventions for clients.
As a consultant, he uses his experience and knowledge
of organisations to coach his clients through major
changes with a systemic and people oriented approach.
In 2008, he launched and developed EquiLibre
Coaching®, in which horses are sensitive, sensible, and
relevant coaches for individual and team coaching. He
is now head of HorseDream France, part of a worldwide
network of 250 Horse Assisted Coaches within 35
countries.
www.horsedream.com
www.momentom.com
www.equilibre-coaching.com
www.horsedream.fr

Stéphane Wattinne

Leadership
Consultant & Trainer
Horse Assisted Education
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Private school for personal development and leadership
assisted by horses
Carmen Valenzuela has a law degree, public management
expertise, a PhD in European Union studies, Master in Mediation,
Master Facilitator in the Bridging Principles and many diplomas as
a therapist. After more than 20 years working for the government
and for companies she met horses and never was as before. In
2011, Carmen launched Horsense Spain to expand Horse Assisted
Education in Spain and since 2014 as HorseDream España she is
providing in Spain and
others Spanish speaking countries,
professional
development trainings based on this concept.
Carmen shares that “In 2015, I discovered that my mission in life
was to bring more light and consciousness to the world giving
people tools for living our lives from the perspective of happiness,
love, compassion and consciousness. “ This conviction about her
life purpose has helped her to create her own products and
services, providing her clients with integration tools for evolution
(personal development) and HorseDream seminars ( professional
development tools). Carmen lives in Madrid and actually is
offering training in Córdoba, Seville, Madrid and Barcelona. All of
these aspects of her life are currently integrated in her personal
brand www.carmenvalenzuela.com, that showcases her services
as a consultant, trainer (with and without horses) and therapist.
She belongs to HorseDream International Network as HorseDream
Partner Licensed and is member of EAHAE (International
Asociation for Horse Assisted Education) and Asemed (Spanish
Asociation of Mediation).

Carmen Valenzuela
Leadership, Communication
& Change Management
Consultant & Trainer
Horse Assisted Education

www.horsense.es
www.horsedream.es
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Lu&Sy Agency takes care of your comfort, all the
logistics and leisure activities during your stay,
So let them just guide you…
WHO ARE WE
The agency is specialized in organizing corporate events in France
and abroad, such as corporate meetings, conventions, seminars,
conferences, evenings and receptions, Team Building, workshops,
travel incentives.
Because we believe that our business must provide unique and
tailor-made answers, we carry out projects that are like you only.

From event design to logistical organization, we manage all the
steps for you to fully enjoy the moment.

OUR KNOW-HOW
Creation of personalized events.
Selection of unique and exclusive places. Decorating your events.
Reservations of hotels, transport, meeting rooms, equipment and
services associated with the organization of your events.
Suggestion and organization of many Team Building activities.

OUR ADDED VALUE
A flexible and agile structure.
One team in Paris and another in Seville.
The best local providers.

Ludivine Pellat

Creation & Organization
of all your Events
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